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International Business Major Experience

Jessica Pina Santos

In this article, Jessica Pina Santos demonstrates how she 
chose her major, International Business. She presents 
the importance of cultivating particular skills and genres 
of writing in this field, and how cultural-historical activity 
theory is applied in understanding crucial elements of 
these forms of writing and their advantages to her major.

Choosing My Major

It was December 2018, I was almost graduating from high school, and I still 
was unsure what major to study in college. I think it is important to mention 
that I was born and raised in Mexico, and I have studied and live in Mexico 
all this time. However, I’ve always had one goal clear in life; to share my 
K]T\]ZM�_Q\P�W\PMZ[��I[�_MTT�I[�\W�WXMV�Ua�PWZQbWV[�IVL�QVKWZXWZI\M�LQٺMZMV\�
perspectives in my life, along with learning from others.

During those days, I remembered being stressed about choosing my 
major right away. In Mexico, once you start college there is no opportunity 
to change majors, unless you drop from school, and start over again. So, you 
KIV�QUIOQVM�PW_�LM[XMZI\M�1�_I[�\W�ÅVL�\PM�XMZNMK\�ÅMTL��\PM�ÅMTL�1¼L�_IV\�\W�
work in for the rest of  my life. I found that applying pedagogical cultural-
historical activity theory, also known as P-CHAT, has helped me make 
important decisions for my career. P-CHAT represents the combination of  
three bodies of  theory, that is, three ways to think about the world—cultural 
theory, historical theory, and activity theory. P-CHAT helps to understand 
complex practices and how activity systems assess cultural and historical 
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M^WT]\QWV��;XMKQÅKITTa��\PM�1TTQVWQ[�;\I\M�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�?ZQ\QVO�8ZWOZIU�][M[�
P-CHAT as a way to focus on helping writers think about complex ways that 
writing works in the world.

To learn more about potential majors I had in mind, such as law, 
accounting, and finance, I did general research on Google. I looked 
into what skills I should possess in order to succeed in these majors, what 
LQٺMZMV\�RWJ[�1�KW]TL�OM\��IVL�1�ZMIL�UWZM�IZ\QKTM[�ZMTI\ML�\W�\PM�LQٺMZMV\�
majors. As I read, I found out that the writers of  these articles were applying 
one of  the seven P-CHAT terms, representation. According to Joyce 
Walker, representation,�¹PQOPTQOP\[�Q[[]M[�ZMTI\ML�\W�\PM�_Ia�\PI\�\PM�XMWXTM�
who produce a text conceptualize and plan it,” meaning that writers had 
QLMWTWOQM[��NZIUM_WZS[��IVL�QLMI[�\PI\�QVÆ]MVKML�\PMU�_PQTM�_ZQ\QVO�\PM[M�
IZ\QKTM[� ������1�PIL�\W�JM�^MZa�KIZMN]T�IJW]\�_PI\�IZ\QKTM[� \W�ZMIL�\W�JI[M�
my choice of  major on because people tend to write from their personal 
M`XMZQMVKM��_PQKP�KIV�JM�LQٺMZMV\�NZWU�UQVM�

However, after days of  research and hundreds of  personality tests taken, 
I went back to my life goal and thought about the skills I already possessed, 
and I chose International Business as my major, and I am still happy with the 
decision I made in 2018.

How to Get the “International” Experience from International Business?

After high school, I decided to attend EBC College, in Merida, Mexico, for 
the early years of  my college career. I was having an amazing experience. I 
had made it through freshman year almost all of  sophomore year when all the 
International Business major students had to attend a study abroad meeting. 
At the meeting, we were told studying abroad was not a requirement, but we 
would gain a lot of  experience if  we studied abroad anywhere, if  we wanted 
to.

I became extremely excited, and I was determined to study abroad, it 
had always been my dream. I talked to my parents that night, and they said 
yes! The week after I started my application, I had to choose three possible 
destinations. Using my grades, the school would decide if  I got to go on my 
ÅZ[\��[MKWVL��WZ�\PQZL�KPWQKM�

After months of  waiting, the school’s international department had a 
big event, where they revealed what country all the students that had applied 
would be traveling to next semester. After the big reveal, I was extremely 
PIXXa�\W�TMIZV�1�OW\�Ua�ÅZ[\�KPWQKM"�5QTTQSQV�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�
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Upon discovery, my heart was 
beating very fast, I was so excited 
\PI\�\PM�ÅZ[\� \PQVO�1�LQL��_I[�\W�[MIZKP�
¹5QTTQSQV�=VQ^MZ[Q\aº�WV�/WWOTM��0MZM�
is where another term of  P-CHAT, 
socialization, is applied. Socialization 
is when people, companies, or even 
institutions interact and get together to 
produce, distribute, and use texts. In this 
case, Millikin University gathered several 
people to create Millikin’s web page, the 
one I was reading at that very moment 
when I got the exciting news.

After months of  preparation and 
packing, I moved to Decatur, IL. I lived 
such an amazing experience that I 
decided to transfer there that same year.

At Millikin University I have not 
only been able to share my culture, 
but also to learn a lot about international business, and how important 
_ZQ\QVO��ZMILQVO��IVL�ZM[MIZKP�KIV�JM�QV�Ua�KPW[MV�ÅMTL��1�IT[W�PI^M�KWUM�
to understand and learned about the forms of  writing that I would be using 
_PMV�1�OZIL]I\M��IVL�ITT�\PM�MTMUMV\[�\PM[M�LQٺMZMV\�OMVZM[�[PW]TL�XW[[M[[�

Important Skills to Succeed in International Business

International business is the discipline that designs and manages strategies 
for international commercial operations. International business also analyzes 
the best options for negotiating deliveries of  goods or services. This major 
allows a person to manage export programs, implement innovation projects, 
and design commercial exchange strategies.

Transcultural and translingual are writing skills, which relate to more 
than one culture and language, have been extremely important for me, 
especially in the international business field. They will definitely help 
me master the ability to conduct in business from one country to another 
country by applying international treaties, exchange agreements, and 
economic agreements that facilitate commercial exchange. These skills 
will also help me acquire a global vision of  the economy and international 
business, not only from commercial knowledge but also from logistics and 

Figure 1: Jessy sharing her culture by showing an altar at 
Millikin University on the Day of  the Dead.
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K][\WU[�SVW_TMLOM��JMKI][M�QV�WZLMZ�\W�KWUU]VQKI\M�MٺMK\Q^MTa�K][\WU[�
IVL�TIVO]IOM[�LQٺMZMVKM[�[PW]TL�JM�\ISMV�QV\W�KWV[QLMZI\QWV��<W�JM�IJTM�
\W�[]KKMML�QV�\PQ[�UIRWZ��IVL�\PM�XW[[QJTM�RWJ[�QV�\PQ[�ÅMTL��[]KP�I[�[]XXTa�
KPIQV�IVL�TWOQ[\QK[��QV\MZVI\QWVIT�ÅVIVKM��QV\MZVI\QWVIT�UIZSM\QVO��P]UIV�
resources, and many others certain capabilities might be needed to do so. 
Subsequently, I am going to talk more about the skills I found that got my 
attention.

<PM�ÅZ[\�[SQTT�TQ[\ML�Q[�¹\ITMV\�NWZ�TIVO]IOM[�º�<PQ[�QVLQKI\M[�\W�UM�\PI\�
I need know more than one language and be good at it. It also indicates I 
[PW]TL�MVRWa�TMIZVQVO�LQٺMZMV\�TIVO]IOM[��3VW_QVO�UWZM�\PIV�WVM�TIVO]IOM�
_QTT�PMTX�UM�KWUU]VQKI\M�MٺMK\Q^MTa�_Q\P�\PM�J]aMZ��[]XXTQMZ��QV^M[\WZ��IVL�
so many other important people in order to generate commercial agreements 
with companies and brands around the world, and I must have the ability 
to express myself  and understand others who speak a language other than 
mine. Here is where the next term of  P-CHAT comes in place. According 
\W�2WaKM�?ITSMZ¼[�IZ\QKTM�¹2][\�+0)<\QVO�º�reception,�¹LMIT[�_Q\P�PW_�I�
\M`\�Q[�\ISMV�]X�IVL�][ML�Ja�W\PMZ[º�������1V�\PM�TIVO]IOM�KWV\M`\��Q\�Q[�^MZa�
important to make sure to understand the language correctly and make sure 
you are getting exactly what the other person is trying to say. It is very easy to 
just think from singular perspectives and hear what we want to hear, however, 
QV�J][QVM[[��\PQ[�Q[�VW\�IV�QLMIT�XZIK\QKM��?M�PI^M�\W�JM�����[]ZM�WN �_PI\�\PM�
other person is saying. This is where I think transcultural and translingual 
writing come into place. Knowing how to express yourself  in written 
NWZU�IKZW[[�K]T\]ZIT�IVL�VI\QWVIT�JW]VLIZQM[��PMTX[�aW]�PI^M�IV�MٺMK\Q^M�
KWUU]VQKI\QWV�[\aTM�_Q\P�XMWXTM�NZWU�LQٺMZMV\�KW]V\ZQM[��1\�Q[�QUXWZ\IV\�\W�
SVW_�\PM�LQٺMZMVKM[�QV�_ZQ\QVO�[\aTM�WN �LQٺMZMV\�K]T\]ZM[�JMKI][M�\PMa�LW�
vary, and it is important to understand the particular context.

<PM� [MKWVL� [SQTT� TQ[\ML� Q[� ¹KIXIKQ\a� NWZ� IVITa[Q[� IVL� [aV\PM[Q[�º�<W�
promote commercial agreements and create business proposals, professionals 
in this career must be able to analyze, manage, and interpret information, 
as well as synthesize and present information. The third skill listed is 
¹4MILMZ[PQX�º�)T\PW]OP�[WUM�XMWXTM�JMTQM^M�\PI\�TMILMZ[PQX�ZMNMZ[�WVTa�\W�
the ability to make other people follow them, this skill involves much more 
than this. Leadership involves motivating those around you, being persuasive, 
[M\\QVO�^QIJTM��[XMKQÅK��ZMTM^IV\��IVL�UMI[]ZIJTM�OWIT[��IVL�IJW^M�ITT��OM\\QVO�
a team of  professionals to work together.

4I[\�J]\�VW\�TMI[\��I�XMZ[WV�QV�\PQ[�ÅMTL�U][\�PI^M�I�¹\I[\M�NWZ�\PM�J][QVM[[�
world and cultural knowledge.” A characteristic that distinguishes those who 
study international business is their passion for the business environment, 
entrepreneurship, and business models, and appreciation for cultural 
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customs and traditions. Cultural customs and traditions in international 
negotiations are essential to achieve the stated objectives. What is functional 
in one culture may not be so in another. In Mexico, when you are going 
to close a business deal with someone it is usual to give your partner and 
expensive gift as a symbol of  loyalty; however, in the US that can be taken 
as a rude act. The idea that language use is essentially social also underlies 
current work in literary theory and sociolinguistics. This makes the P-CHAT 
concept of  ecology very important, because ecology focuses on how texts 
and humans and tools work together in the material world. Ecology enriches 
our environment and is important to the well-being and welfare of  humanity. 
1\�WٺMZ[�VM_�I_IZMVM[[�WN �\PM�QV\MZLMXMVLMVKM�JM\_MMV�XMWXTM�IVL�VI\]ZM��
_PQKP�Q[�^Q\IT��1\�Q[�QUXWZ\IV\�\W�KWV[QLMZ�\PM�K]T\]ZIT�LQٺMZMVKM[�JM\_MMV�
the countries that intend to commercialize or establish an agreement. Such 
LQٺMZMVKM[�PMTX�\W�QLMV\QNa�\PM�XZMNMZMVKM[�WN �XW\MV\QIT�KWV[]UMZ[��I[�_MTT�
I[�\W�QLMV\QNa�\PMQZ�LQٺMZMV\�VMML[��*MKI][M�J][QVM[[�LQٺMZ[�QV�M^MZa�KW]V\Za��
people might approve of  your business model or you as a partner depending 
on the way you act, and if  they can truly trust you. This is why cultural 
LQٺMZMVKM[�ZMY]QZM�I�LQٺMZMV\�IXXZWIKP�

International Business and Its Genres of Writing

International Documentation is the set of  representative documents of  the 
export/import operation in general and the compliance of  the intervening 
XIZ\QM[�_Q\P� ZMO]TI\QWV[�WN � \PM� M`KPIVOM�UIZSM\�� KZMLQ\�� Å[KIT�� K][\WU[��
and so on, applied in each country in particular. These documents are of  
vital importance since they confer the ownership of  the merchandise, they 

Figure 2: Business meetings in Mexico are usually in restaurants; 
XWZ\ZIaQVO�K]T\]ZM�LQٺMZMVKM�
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show that it is insured against possible risks, and they attest to its quality or 
Y]IV\Q\QM[��<PZW]OP�QV\MZ^QM_[�IVL�ZM[MIZKP��1�_I[�IJTM�\W�ÅVL�W]\�UWZM�
about three important kinds of  documents that are used in international 
business.

I thought that interviewing Dr. Mark Munoz, would help me gain 
a better understanding of  the writing styles and documents needed in my 
ÅMTL��0M�Q[�I�_MTT�SVW_V�XZWNM[[WZ�WN �QV\MZVI\QWVIT�J][QVM[[�I\�\PM�<IJWZ�
School of  Business at Millikin University, and editor/author of  over 20 
business books, including /TWJIT�*][QVM[[�1V\MTTQOMVKM, based on a multi-country 
study on the impact of  globalization on the travel industry. During our 
interview he emphasized the importance business correspondence, 
JMKI][M�¹\PQ[�Q[�I�_Ia�\W�[\IZ\�IVa�VMOW\QI\QWV��IVL�Q\�Q[�M`\ZMUMTa�QUXWZ\IV\�
\W�KWUU]VQKI\M�MٺMK\Q^MTa�_Q\P�\PM�XMZ[WV�WZ�KWUXIVa�_M�IZM�OWQVO�\W�JM�
working with.” Business correspondence, which can be in print (letters) or 
digital forms (e-mails, texts), have a huge range of  important functions in 
international business. Its most important feature is the ease of  reaching 
IVL�KWUU]VQKI\QVO�_Q\P�LQٺMZMV\�XIZ\QM[��M[XMKQITTa�[QVKM�QV�QV\MZVI\QWVIT�

Figure 3: An example of  a complete list of  a Business 
Correspondence created by the author.
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business it is not always possible to meet people face-to-face. Before writing 
a business correspondence or any other form of  writing, it is important 
to generate a complete list of  the general conventions of  that document, 
meaning that you should list all its elements and characteristics of  elements 
\W�ÅTT�\PM�LWK]UMV\�WZ�_ZQ\M�Q\�[]KKM[[N]TTa��4QSM�MIZTQMZ�UMV\QWVML��ZMKMX\QWV�
Q[� 8�+0)<� \MZU� \PI\� ¹PQOPTQOP\[� Q[[]M[� ZMTI\ML� \W� \PM�_Ia� XMWXTM�_PW�
produce a text conceptualize and plan it as well as all the activities and 
materials that help to shape how people do this’” (Key Terms & Concepts for 
\PM�1;=�?ZQ\QVO�8ZWOZIU���<PM�KWUXTM\M�TQ[\�LMÅVQ\MTa�PMTX[�aW]�OM\�I�JM\\MZ�
]VLMZ[\IVLQVO�IVL�W]\TQVM�WN �_PI\�aW]�PI^M�\W�LW��KZMI\QVO�IV�MٺMK\Q^M�IVL�
concise business document, including thinking carefully about how a reader 
will perceive the document, and what they might use it for.

The next genre I found in my research is the proforma invoice. 
The proforma invoice is a provisional invoice that the company delivers 
\W� \PM�KTQMV\��IVL� Q\� [XMKQÅM[� \PM�LM\IQT[�WN � N]\]ZM�KWUUMZKQIT�IK\Q^Q\a��)�
proforma invoice has no commercial value, it is simply a document in which 
\PM�LM\IQT[�WN �I�N]\]ZM�ÅVIT�QV^WQKM�_QTT�JM�[XMKQÅML��1V�\PM�LWK]UMV\��\PM�
price, a base, and taxes that correspond to the services or products required 
[PW]TL�JM�QVKT]LML��1\�Q[�[QUQTIZ�\W�I�J]LOM\�XZWXW[IT��J]\�_Q\P�UWZM�[XMKQÅK�
information about the transaction.

And the third document I will talk about is the packing list. The 
packing list should inform about the contents of  the package; this information 
should complete the information on the invoice and must be issued by the 
person who makes the shipment, the sender. This document is mandatory 
because it facilitates selective recognition by the customs authorities and is 
of  great importance, especially in physical customs clearance. It also works 
as proof  for damage and loss of  items in the package when they have been 
broken.

My Experience

Being able to export and import one product or service to another country 
has always fascinated me. It is a way to share your culture, tastes, and beliefs 
with another society. Doing this research, I found out that soft skills are 
an important part of  the international business major. Soft skills are non-
technical skills that relate to how you work. They include how you interact 
with colleagues, how you solve problems, and how you manage your work. 
<PM[M�[SQTT[�_QTT�PMTX�UM�KWUU]VQKI\M�MٺMK\Q^MTa�IVL�[]KKMML�QV�J][QVM[[�
wherever I go. It is also very important to know and understand its forms in 
_ZQ\QVO�\W�JM�IJTM�\W�[]KKMML�QV�\PQ[�ÅMTL��IVL�8�+0)<�PI[�VW\�WVTa�ITTW_ML�
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UM�\W�ÅVL�Ua�UIRWZ�J]\�PI[�IT[W�PMTXML�UM�VI^QOI\M�IVL�KWUXZMPMVL�ITT�
\PM[M�KWUXTM`�OMVZM[�ZMTI\ML�\W�\PM�QV\MZVI\QWVIT�J][QVM[[�ÅMTL��XZMXIZQVO�
me for the future.
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